Preface
The DiscoMT series of workshops explores the challenges and opportunities that appear when translating entire texts, as opposed to sentences in isolation. Started in 2013, the workshops are a forum for discussing novel and prospective strategies to take advantage of inter-sentential context when performing machine translation. Already a stimulating research question in the days of phrase-based statistical MT systems, the use of text-level context is both a necessity, as it enables systems to make correct translation choices, and an opportunity, as it may provide crucial information that is not available locally.
For these reasons, when translating entire texts, one cannot ignore text-level properties. This is becoming increasingly clear in neural machine translation (NMT), where text-level aspects of translation may be one of the obstacles to high-quality automatic translation for high-resource languages, after the advances in translation quality observed in recent years. Indeed, while MT of sentences removed from their contexts may seem to have reached quality levels comparable to human translations, experts still clearly prefer entire texts from human translators, as several recent evaluation studies have shown.
The first three editions of DiscoMT -held every two years -have helped to consolidate a small but thriving community of researchers. Considerable effort has been expended recently on document-level MT, such that now, several individuals and/or groups are working on similar or overlapping problems. Notable efforts include work on document-level influences on lexical choice in SMT and NMT, methods and annotated resources for discourse-level MT, discourse-sensitive assessment metrics, and specific discourse phenomena in SMT and NMT.
As exemplified by the papers presented at previous editions of DiscoMT and this year's main NLP conferences, specific research topics in document-level MT are: NMT extensions taking into consideration context from multiple sentences or entire documents; pronoun translation between languages which differ in pronoun usage; explicitation/implicitation in translating discourse connectives; context-aware translation of ambiguous terms; assessing document-level properties of MT output, including coherence; and preserving document-level properties characteristic of register, genre, and other types of text variation.
In addition to the invited talks, DiscoMT 2019 will feature oral and poster presentations of studies at the intersection of machine translation (under any of its paradigms) and discourse, from a variety of perspectives. Along with the peer-reviewed articles submitted and accepted to DiscoMT, the workshop has also invited a number of posters from EMNLP-IJCNLP, to diversify and enrich the poster session. The program thus includes a variety of MT models, especially neural ones, that consider larger contexts than state-of-the-art ones do, along with assessments of their capabilities to correctly translate discourselevel dependencies.
We hope that workshops such as this one will continue to stimulate work on Discourse and Machine Translation, in a wide range of discourse phenomena and MT architectures.
We would like to thank all the authors who submitted papers to the workshop, as well as all the members of the Program Committee who reviewed the submissions and delivered thoughtful, informative reviews. 
